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MINUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE MEETING
March 1, 1984
1.
The March meeting of the University Senate was held at 4:05 p.m. on Thurs day, March 1, 1984, in room 7, Gamble Hall. Sharon Lambeth presided.

2.
The fol lowing members of the Senate were present:
Ahl en, Michael
Akers, Thomas K.
Ant~s, James R.
Beiswenger, Lyle
Bender, Myron
Boehle, Wi I liam
Bolonchuk, William
Bostrom, Joy
Boyd, Robert
Boyko, Cathy
Chute, Edward J.
Clark, Alice
Cleveland, Connie
Davis, W. Jeremy
DeMers, Judy L.
Donaldson, Sandra
Frein, George H.

Hampsten, El izabeth

Hampsten, Richard
Helgeson, Diane
Henry, Gordon
H insvark, Inez
Hoffarth, Al
Jacobsen, Bruce
Johnson , A. William
Johnson, Ward K. Ill
Kinghorn, Norton D.
Kolstoe , Ralph H .
Lambeth, Sharon
Larson, Omer R.
Lee, Randy H .
Lewis, Robert W.
Lundberg, Stuart A.
Mahowa Id, Shane
Markovich, Denise E.
O'Donnel I, Sheryl

O'Hara , Julie

0' Kelly, Bernard·
O ' Kelly, Marcia
Omdahl, Lloyd B.
Owens , Thomas C.
Perrone, Vito
Phil lips, Monte
Pynn, Ronald E.
Ramsett, David
Reid, John R.
Schubert , George
Sel byg , Arne
Tomasek, Henry
Uherka, David J.
Wermers, Donald
Wilborn, Graciela

The fol lowing members of the Senate were absent:
Clifford, Thomas
Baltisberger, Richard
Beyer, Cindy
Boe I kins , James
B raach, Dawn
Elsinga, Lillian
Fletcher, Alan
Gustafson, Dan

Hamerlik, Gerald
Hi 11, Richard
Johnson, Tom
Keel, Vernon
Ludtke, Richard
Markovich, Stephen C.
Odegard, John
Rowe, Clair

Sansburn, John
Sch ields, Loren R.
Traynor, Paul
Warner, Edward
Wright, Paul H.
Young, Robert

3.
The Chair announced that the number of faculty on the Senate is now below
the number required by the Bylaws since two deans were recently appointed.
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The number of additional faculty should be five as one of the new deans was
already serving as an at-large faculty member. The Senate Executive Committee is recommending, in the form of a motion , to add to the Senate the five
faculty with the next highest votes from last fall's election to serve for the
remainder of the current Senate year or until the next regular election. The
motion was seconded, voted upon and carried by a vote of 40 for, 1 against,
1 abstaining and 1 other.

4.
Mr. Schubert moved that the minutes of the February 2, 1984, meeting be
approved, as distributed. The motion was seconded, voted upon and carried
by a vote of 43 for and 1 other.

5.
Mr. Wermers moved to receive the report of the Academic Standards Committee. The motion was seconded, voted upon and carried by a vote of 44 for
and 1 other. (See attachment # 1 . )

6.
Mr. Wermers moved to receive the report of the Administrative Procedures
Committee. Mr. Schubert seconded the motion which was voted upon and
carried by a vote of 44 for and 1 other . (See attachment # 2.)
7.
Mary Kweit, Chair of the Curriculum Committee, presented the report of the
Curriculum Committee with an addendum. Mr . Wermers moved to receive the
report. The motion was seconded, voted upon and carried by a vote of 45 for
and 1 other. (See attachment # 3.)

8.
Tom Robinson, Chair of the Compensation Committee, presented a report on
Early Retirement Procedures. A motion was made to approve the report.
The motion was seconded, voted upon and carried by a vote of 47 for and 1
other. (See attachment # 4.)
9.

A question was raised regarding the motion to receive the Report of the Curriculum Committee. Mr. Wermers moved a new motion to read, to approve
the Report of the Curriculum Committee with the deletions and changes indi cated in the addendum. This motion is to replace his previous motion. The
motion was seconded, voted upon and carried unanimously.
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10.
Al Bott, Chair of the ad hoc Committee on the Promotion Appeals Proced ure,
presented the committee's report. Ms. Hampsten moved to accept the report.
Ms. Bostrom seconded the motion. Discussion fol lowed. The motion was
voted upon and carried by a vote of 28 for, 15 against, and 8 abstaining.
(See attachment # 5.)
11.

The motion from Mr. Bolonchuk, postponed from the February meeting, was
discussed. The motion was that the practice of funding department chai rpersons stipends from the faculty salaries budget shal I cease. The sum of money
which had been used for this purpose will be distributed equally to those full
time probationary or tenured faculty members who hold an appointment for
the 1983- 84 academic year and who are reappointed for the 1984- 85 academic
year. This action shall be implemented with the issuance of the 1984- 85 faculty contracts. A vote was taken and the motion was defeated by a vote of
11 for , 35 against, and 5 abstaining.
12.

Connie Cleveland requested that the proposed change to the Senate Bylaws to
increase st udent representation on the University Senate from 14 to 15 mem bers be withdrawn.
13.

Mr. Bolonchuk presented the report from the Executive Committee on the recommendations from its ad hoc Committee to Implement the Board of Higher Ed ucation Regulations on Academic Freedom, Tenure, and Due Process. Mr.
Selbyg moved that the ad hoc committee's report be approved with the
changes recommended by the Senate Executive Committee. Mr. Lee seconded
the motion. Mr. Kolstoe moved to amend the motion by changing the word,
"vote" (used twice in the sentence) on page 4, B. (2), the fifth sentence, to
"recommendation." Mr. Johnson seconded the motion. Discussion followed.
The motion to amend was voted upon and defeated by a vote of 16 for, 28
against, and 4 abstaining.
Mr. Johnson moved to amend by adding the fol lowing as the first two paragraphs to B. 1. b(i) on page 5: Individuals with previous professional experience at other accredited four-year , degree - granting institutions of high e r
education may, at the discretion of the University of North Dakota, be given
tenure credit for this experience not to exceed three years. Credit wil I not
be given for teaching at an institution when part- time teaching and degree
work coincide.
Individuals with other types of professional experience may be g i ven tenure
credit, not to exceed three years, for this experience. Ms. Clark seconded
the motion and discussion followed. A vote was taken and the motion to
amend was carried by a vote of 25 for, 20 against, and 3 abstaining.
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Mr. Akers moved to amend by adding the word, "normally, 11 to page 7, B. 3.
d.3., so the sentence would read: At the University of North Dakota the aca demic year normally extends from August 16th of one year to May 15th of the
following year and includes those days. The motion was seconded, voted
upon and carried by a vote of 44 for, 2 against, and 1 abstaining.
Mr. O'Kelly moved to suspend the rules and extend the meeting time until all
business is decided. Mr . Tomasek seconded the motion. The motion was
voted upon and carried by a vote of 38 for, 7 against, and 1 abstaining.
Ms. Clark moved to amend page 2, A.3.b(1), the first sentence in the last
paragraph on the page to read: Evaluation of probationary appointee s shall
also be conducted during the second semester of their third, fourth, and
fifth year, and during their sixth year . Mr. Schubert seconded the motion
which was voted upon and carried by a vote of 35 for, 6 against, 2 abstaining
and 1 other.
Mr. O'Kelly moved to amend by adding the word, "normally," to page 6, B.
2. a. and B. 2. b. 1. , so that the first sentence under 1 . would read: Appoint ments as lecturers may normal ly on ly be made to persons who have the responsibility to teach less than half time and who do not have the general aca demic responsibility of faculty members. Mr. Ramsett seconded the motion
which was voted upon and defeated by a vote of 7 for, 27 against, 3 abstain ing, and 1 other.
The Chair cal led for a vote on the main motion as amended. The motion was
vot ed upon and carried by a vote of 33 for, 1 against, 2 abstaining and 1
other . ( S ee attachment # 6.)
Mr. Hampsten requested that the Senate Executive Committee clarify page 6,
B.3.a.l.
The Chair expressed thanks to the committee.
14.
A motion was made to adjourn. The motion was seconded, voted upon and
carried unanimously . The meeting adjourned at 5: 50 p.m.
D. J. Wermers
Secretary

Attachment # l
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memorandum
TO:

University Senate

FROM:

Don Wermers, Director of Admissions and Records

RE:

Annual Academic Standards Committee Report to Senate

DATE:

February 14, 1984

The Student Academic Standards Committee, an appeals board, meets upon
demand . The committee functions within the guidelines approved by the
Senate on February 3, 1983. (attachment A). A summary of the committee's
1983 activities is reported on attachment B.
Because of the confidential nature of the information about the students,
the committee keeps no written minutes other than a statement about the
action taken with respect to each student.
The committee meets as needs arise, with the greatest demand occurring
at a time immediately preceding the beginning of a term. Meetings are
usually scheduled toward the end of the semester and prior to or during
the first week of the next semester . Eight meetings were held during
1983.
Membership:
Spring, 1983

Fall, 1983

Lawrence Hill
Gordon L. Iseminger
Norman Kulevsky
Lois Oechsle
Mary Schill
Cheryl Schubert - student member
David Staples - student member
John Wyckoff
Don Wermers - ex officio, non-voting
chair

Sheri Gronhovd - student member
Lawrence Hill
Gordon L. Iseminger
Norman Kulevsky
Robert Kweit
Lois Oechsle
Tom Owens

Todd Strand - student member
Don Wermers - ex officio, non-voting
chair

:

AN EQUAL OPPOIITUNITY INSTITUTION

THE UN IVER5-ITY Of NOIITH OAICOTA

Attachment

A
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Student Academic Standards Committee
Membership - Six faculty, two students, Director of ~dmissions and Records.
Terms - Faculty (three years, with one third elected each year)
Students (two years, with one elected each year, one a junior and
one a senior)
Selection - Faculty elected by the Senate in April and assume responsibilities at the beginning of the fall semester
Students selected by the Student Senate from the junior
class and with G.P.A. of at least 2.5.
Acts as an appeals board for University College students in cases involving
suspension for unsatisfactory scholarship. Acts upon requests for readmission
for those cases in which a college reconunends readmission of a student who has
been suspended from another college. Acts as an appeal board for undergraduate
student academic grievances in accord with the Code of Student Life. Acts upon
grade forgiveness requests for undergraduate students. Studies the administration of academic standards applicable to undergraduate students.
The Director of Admissions and Records or designee will be a non-voting member,
serve as chair, prepare all student files for review, act as a resource person,
and prepare the annual report for the University Senate.

:

Attachment B
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ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE SUMMARY REPORT
1983
A.

Students dismissed:
Dismissed after Spring Semester 1982-83
Dismissed after Summer Session 1982-83
Dismissed after Fall Semester 1982-83

402
12
87

Number of Meetings of the 1983 Committee
B.

C.

D.

Reinstatements by the Committee :
Applications for Reinstatement , 1983
Approved
Denied

8

75
66
9
9

Personal Appeals of Denied Reinstatements, 1983
Approved
Denied

8
1

Grade Forgiveness:
Total applications
Applications which qualified
Applications which did not qualify

0
3

Academic Grievance Review

3

0

Attachment # 2
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memorandum
DATE:

TO:

University Senate

FRON\:

Don Wermers, Director of Admissions and Records

RE:

Annual Administrative Procedures Committee Report to Senate
I.

II .

III .

February 14, 1984

The Administrative Procedures Committee met on 17 occasions to review
student petitions for deviations from general graduation requirements,
registration deadlines, grade changes, and other administrative procedures . The summary table below reports the activity of the committee
from January 1 , 1983 to December 31, 1983. Effective with the Summer
1983 session, the committee functioned within the quidelines approved
by the Sena t e on February 3, 1983 . (attachment A)
Membership :
Spring, 1983

Fall , 1984

Ed Chute
Dean Plawecki
Neil Price
Chuck Schultz - student member
William F. Sheridan
Dean Tomasek
John Whitcomb
Don Wermers - ex-officio , non-voting
chair

Edith Bjelland - student member
Carol Hill
Neil Price
Dean Schubert
Dean Tomasek
John Whitcomb
John Wyckoff
Don Wermers - ex-officio, non-voting
chair

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE SUMMARY REPORT FOR 1983

A.

Meetings - 17

B.

Petitions by type :
Exceptions to university graduation requirements
Drops after the deadline
Grade changes by Instructors
Changes in grading options after the deadline
Extension of incompletes
Permission to take correspondence courses
Permanent incompletes
Permission to retake final
Permission to take a challenge exam

Approve
96

43
399

23

Deny
42
99
16
48

Total
138
142
415

582

210

71
10
2
8
3
3
792

17

12

29

10
2
8

3
3

C.

Personal Reconsiderations

D.

During t he course of the year, 14 petitions were referred back for additional
information .

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION

Attachment

A

Administrative Procedures Committee
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Membership - Four faculty, two deans, one student, Director of Admissions ·
and Records or designee (non-voting chair)
Tenns
- Faculty for two years with two being replaced each year
Deans for two years with one being replaced each year
Student for one year
Selection - Faculty elected by the Senate in April and assume
responsibilities at the beginning of the fall semester.
Deans appointed by the President in April and assume responsibilities at the beginning of the fall semester.
Student selected by the Student Senate
Functions and Responsibilities
a.

Deals with those functions delegated to it by the Senate.

b.

Approves the academic calendar.

c.

Acts on petitions or appeals regarding university-wide requirements
and policies except for GER and Honors requirements. These include:
Change of grade
Registration
Deviations from generally required averages
Credit in courses not allowed for credit
Transferability of undergraduate work to UNO,
and all other university-wide academic requirements except the following which are reserved to the jurisdiction of the Deans and faculty:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

Graduate without being enro 11 ed (_Qean)
Extension of time to remove an incomplete (instructor, department
chair, and dean)
Special and validating examinations and re-examinations (instructor, department chair, and dean) .
Graduate from one college while enrolled· in another (both deans)
Add a course late during a tenn (instructor, adviser, dean) .-Take or give examinations at times other than those specified
(department chair and dean)
Repeat a course with grade of C or better .and have the last grade
only counted in averages (adviser, department chair, and dean)
Take correspondence course in major wh1le enrolled (adviser,
department chair, and dean)
Take non-major correspondence course while enrolled (dean)
Complete a major with fewer than 15 hours in the major done in
residence (chair of major department and dean)
Complete a minor with fewer than 4 hours in the minor done in
residence (chair of minor department and dean)
Graduate with fewer than 30 of the last credits for a first bac. cala.ureate degree done in residence, -or fewer than the last 15
for_.a second or subsequent degree (dean)
.
Be enrolled for more than 21 credit hours in a regular semester,
or for more than 10 in a sunmer session (adviser and dean)
-1-

14.

15.
16.

Notes:

:

Graduate with fewer than 36 upper level credit hours (acfvil1r and
dean)
Have a similar, but differently named, course constitute a repeat
of a previous course (chair of department offering course and
dean)
Change a grade misrecorded in a course (instructor and dean)
A.

The dean referred to is that of the student's college/
program, except for items 11 and 16 in which case it is the
dean of the college offering the course(s).

B.

Appeals of decisions in these 16 matters shall be acted on
by the appropriately estab1ished review and appeal committee
in the respective colleges; the same committee shall resolve
cases of divided decisions.

C.

Items 1-3 were assigned to the jurisdiction of the Dean by
the Council on March 1, 1962 and items 4-7 were assigned·
later by the Council or Senate. Items 8-16 are suggested as
additional assignments.

Attachment # 3
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New Courses and Dropped Courses
Approved by the University Curriculum Committee
Biology

250 Human Sexuality

3

Biology

251 Plants and People

3

Biology

333 Population Biology

3

Biology

435 Fish Ecology

2

Comm. Dis.

323 Phonetics

2

Comm. Dis.

363 Phonological Development and Disorders

2

Comm. Dis.

382 .Introduction to Practicum II

2

Comm. Dis.

383 Clinical Tests and Measures

3

Comm. Dis.

484 Clinical Practicum I:

1-4

Comm. · Dis.

485 Clinical Practicum II:

Comm. Dis.

486 Clinical Practicum III:

Speech-Language Pathology
Speech-Language Pathology
Audiology

er.

1-4
1-4

Comp. Science 105 Programming in BASIC

2

Comp. Science 412 Database Management Systems Design

3

Engr. Mgmt.

310 Motion and Time Study

3

Engr. Mgmt.

431 Engineering Management Design/Seminar

2

Engr. Mgmt.

432 Engineering Management Design/Seminar

2

Home Econ.

420 Fashion Merchandising

3

Journalism

321 Women, Minorities and Media

3

Law

201 Agricultural Law

2-3

Law ·

202 Aviation Law

2-3

Law

203 Employment Discrimination

2-3

Law

205 Juvenile Law

2-3

Law

206 Law of Politics

2-4

Law

207 Mineral Resources Taxation

2-3

Law

208 Partnership Taxation Law

2-3

Law

216 Water Law

2-3

New Courses

continued
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Law

287 Oil and Gas Law

2-4

Law

301 Canadian American Legal Issues

2-3

Linguistics

505 Typology and Discourse

3

Management

525 Seminar in Entrepreneursh~p

3

Microbiol.

510 Human Parisitology

2

Philosophy

371 Moral Questions and the Professions:

Human Bioethics

3

Philosophy

372 Moral Questions and the Professions:

Journalism

3

Social Work

375 Community Living

3

DROPPED COURSES
Biology

362 Plant Morphology II

4

Biology

460 Plant Anatomy

3

B.V.E.D.

106 Shorthand

3

B.V.E.D.

301 Methods of Teaching Bookkeeping/Accounting

2

B.V.E.D.

302 Methods of Teaching Shorthand and Transcription

2

B.V.E.D.

415 Improvement of Instruction in Typewriting

2

B.V.E.D.

422 Methods of Teaching Basic Business Subjects

1

Civil Engr.

481 Inspection Trip

0

Comm. Dis.

384 Clinical Practicum in Speech and Hearing Therapy

2-6

Comm. Dis.

530 Speech Physiology

3

H.P.E.R.

370 Physical Education Curriculum

2

:
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Minor Changes Approved by the Curriculum Committee
February, 1984
Acct

200

Acct

214

Acct

217

Acct

218

Acct

305

Acct

322

Acct

405

Acct

510

Anat

204

Anat

204L

Avit

201

Avit

202

Avit

293

Avit

294

Avit

409

Avit

494

Biol

361

BVED

101

BVED

102

BVED

103

BVED

206

BVED

303

BVED

309

Acct

306

Elements of Accounting
Change number from 102 to 200 and change description
Legal Environment of Business
Change number from 314 to 214 .and change prerequisite
Fundamentals of Management Information Systems
Change credits from 2 to 3, change title and description
Computer Applications in Business
Change title
Cost Accounting I
Change number from 208 to 305
Quantitative Applications in Accounting
Change prerequisite
Auditing
Change prerequisite
Industrial Quantitative Controls
Change prerequisite
Anatomy for Paramedical Personnel
Change credit from 3,4, or 5 to 3 and change description
Anatomy for Paramedical Personnel
Change credit from 1-2 to 2, change prerequisite and
description. Laboratory to be listed separately from
lecture.
Professional Pilot I
Change description
Professional Pilot II
Change description
Professional Pilot Lab I
Change description
Professional Pilot Lab II
Change .description
Advanced Aircraft Operations
Change description
Rotorcraft Instrument Certification
Change description and frequency
Plant Morphology
Change title and description
Keyboarding
Change credits from 2 to 1, change title and description
Intermediate Keyboarding
Change title
Advanced Keyboarding
Change title '
Word Processing Applications
Change number from 306 to 206, change title and description
Methods of Teaching Business Education
Change of title, credits number and description (combining .
under 'numb'e ·£ ' 303 · course content of 301, 302, 415 and 422)
Information Management Systems
Change number from 412 to 309
Cost Accounting II
Change prerequisite

3· er.
3
3
2

2
2

3
3

3
2

3
3
2
2
3

1

4
1
2
2
2

1-5
3
3

Minor Changes Continued
BVED

315

BVED

405

BVED

411

CTL

422

ChEn

201

ChEn

301

ChEn

313

ChEn

420

CiEn

300
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Introduction to Records Management
Change number from 210 to 315 and change title
Records Management Systems
Change number from 312 to 405, and change title and
description
Information Mangement Seminar
Change title
Education of the Gifted/Talented
Change title
Stoichiometry
Change prerequisites
Introduction to Transport Phenomena
Change prerequisites
Chemical and Physical Principles I
Change prerequisites
Nuclear Chemical Engineering Lab
Change prerequisites

3

Analytical Mechanics Statics

2

3

3

2

3
4
3

1

Change prer e q uisites

CiEn

301

CiEn

303

CiEn

305

CiEn

313

CiEn

314

CiEn

351

CiEn

352

CiEn

412

CiEn

413

CiEn

416

CiEn

423

CiEn

431

CiEn

432

CiEn

434

CiEn

451

CiEn

452

CiEn

453

Mechanics of Materials I
Change prerequisites
Civil Engineering Laboratory
Change prer equisites
Analytical Mechanics - Dynamics
Change prerequisites
General Surveying
Change prerequisites
Route Surveying
Change prerequisites
Structural Mechanics I
Change prerequisites
Structural Mechanics I I
Change prerequisites
Soil Mechanics
Change prerequisites
Soil Mechanics Laboratory
Change prerequisites
Transportation Engineering
Change prerequisites
Hydraulic Engineering
Change prerequisites
Sanitary Engineering I
Change prerequisites
Sanitary Engineering II
Change pr erequisites
Sanitary Engineering Laboratory
Change prerequisites
Structural Design I
Change prerequisites
Timber Engineering
_....... .,.__ ...,. - --.. -~- -..~~,.--- -.,.. ~..,. ,. ...,_ ....
Change prerequisites ... .
Reinforced Concrete
Change prerequisites

0

3

3
3

4
2

3

4
3

2
3
3
3
3
4

I

I
I

3
"

. - - · - -· ·

--

- ~·

.....

_,3 ____ _,. ___ . ____...: _.

4

i

Minor Changes Con tinued
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CiEn

454

CiEn

456

CDIS

231

CDIS

232

CDIS

333

CDIS

381

Econ

210

Engr

101

Engr

102

Geog

375

Geog

377

Geol

301

Geol

302

Geol

407

H Ee

406

Hon

399

I T

498

Jour

301

Structural Design II
Change prerequis ites
Structural Dynamics
Change prerequisite and corequisite
Anatomy and Physiology of the Speech and Hearing Mechanism
Change credits from 3 to 4
Survey of Communication Disorders
Change title
Articulation
Change credits from 4 to 3 and prerequisites
Introduction to Practicum I
Change title, prerequisite, corequisite and frequency
Elementary Busines s and Economics Statistics
Change prerequisite s
Engineering Graphics
Change descriptions
Descriptive Geometry
Change descriptions
Remote Sensing Sy stems
Change number from Engr 375 to Geog 375 and change
prerequisite
Quantitative Applications in Geography
Change prerequisites
Principles of Mining I
Change prerequisites
Principles of Mining II
Change prerequisite s
Petroleum Geology
Change prerequisites
Tailoring
Change description
Tutorial
Change credits from 2-4 to 1-4
Technical Experimentation Change credits from 2-4 to 1-4
Editing and Copyreadring

3
3

4
3
3

2
3

2
2
2

3
3

3
3
3

1-4
1-4
3

Change description
Jour

307

Jour

315

Jour

316

Lang

251

Lang

252

Lang

351

Lang

352

MBio

202

MBio

303

Special Article Writing
Change prerequisite and description
Media Advertising I
Change description
Media Advertising II
Change description and prerequisite
Introduction to Greek
Change description
Introduction to Greek
Change description
Greek Prose and Poetry
Change title and description
Greek Prose and Poetry ,·-,---- . .- ·-w· ···---· --- -- ....
Change description
Introduction to Medical Microbiology
Change credits from 4 to 5, and change frequency
Clinical Microbiology
Change credits from 5 to 7
+ . ....

.. - ---- ,

.. . .

·-·

-

3
2

2
4
4

4
-

•

••

- - - - - --- .---.....

~~ , . .,..

.,, _

4 -- ·~·,----~·-- ·--

5

7

Minor Changes Co ntinued
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Mgmt

301

Mgmt

303

Mgmt

305

Mgmt

402

Mgmt

408

Mgmt

470

Mgmt

515

Math

104

Math

204

M En

201

En

311

M En

318

M En

322

M En

341

M

En

4 13

M

En

42 1

M

En

424

M

En

426

MSci

101

MSci

102

MSc i

202

MSci

301

MSc i

302

MSci

401

MSci

402

Nr sg

330

Nrsg

483

Ph il

370

M

~

Production Management
Cha nge pr e r equi s ite and description
Principles of Finance
Cha nge title, prerequisit e and description
Managerial Concepts
Change prerequisite and description
F i nancial Management: Th eory and Practice
Change title and de s cr i p tion
I ssues in Personne l Management
Chan ge description
Inves tment Analy sis and Portfolio Management
Ch ange title and description
Behavioral Science Applications in Management
Change title, prere qu isite and description
Fin ite Mathematics
Change number from 203 t o 104 , change title and prerequisite
Survey of Calculus
Change title, prerequisite and descr ip t ion
Introduction to Mecha nic al Engineering
Change prerequisite
Manufacturing Processes I
Change prerequisite
Manufacturing Processes I I
Change prerequisite
Me chanical Design I
Change prerequis ite
The rmodynamics
Change prerequis ite
Physical and Structura l Prop erties of Materials
Change prerequisite
Me chanical Design I I
Change prerequisite
Expiramental Stress Analysis I
Change prerequisit e
Vibration and Acoustics·
Change prerequisite
Introduction to Milit a ry Sc ience I
Change credits from 2 t o 1 , frequency and description
Intr~duction to Milit ary Scien ce I
Change credit from 2 to 1, and description
Military Science I I
Change credits from 2 to 1
Military Science I I I
Change credits from 3 to 2 and change description
Military Scienae I I I
Change credits~rom 3 t o 2 and change description
Military Science IV
Change credits from 3 to 2 and change description
Military Science IV
Change credits from 3 to 2 and change description ~-···- -"· -· · ·-·
Family Dynamics
Change prerequisite and description
Mental Health Nurs i ng
Change title
Moral Questions and the Pr ofessions : Ethics in Science
and Engineering
Change title, prerequisite, gr a ding and description

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3

3
1
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
2
2
2

2
2

5
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Minor Change Continued
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Phys

4231

Soc

330

Soc

335

Soc

407

Soc

430

Soc

450

Astronomy Laboratory
Cross-list with Geog 4231
Organizations and Behavior
Change title
The Family
Change prerequisite
Political Sociology
Change prerequisite
Sociology of Education
Change prerequisit e
Deviant Behavior
Change prerequisite

1
3

3-4 ·
3

2-3
3-4

The following changes of degree title have been approved:
B.S.Ed. in Industrial Technology to B.S. Ed. in Industrial Education.
A.A. Flight Attendant to A.A. in Aviation Services.
The following program changes have been approved:
A.A. Aviation Services
BPA college requirements
A.A. Executive Secretary
Communication Disorders major
Textiles, Clothing and Consumer Studies major
Management major
Rehabilitation Services minor

..-,

.....,.

........... . . . _,....,.. ·-~···· -- "....................

--- - ·----"""'""'"")~ -·- - -

·- - - ---- :'I . ,. . - ·. . . . .
~

.1..... .. ....

... ., ••

- · - -·

~

,.,,...........-
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#--- - ,· ~. . ~ ~-~----
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ADDENDA
Changes to the Curriculum Committee Submissions
Because of time limitations the University Curriculum Committee has
not acted upon the following:
New Courses
Philo so phy 371
Philosophy 372

Moral Questions and the Professions:
Human Bioethics

3

Moral Questions and the Professions:
Journalism

3

Moral Questions and the Professions:
Ethics in Science and Engineering

3

Minor Changes
Philosophy 370

Degree Title Changes
A.A. Flight Attendant to A.A. in Aviation Services,
Program Changes
A.A. Aviation Services
The following was accidentally omitted from the minor changes:
HPER 485

Internship in Recreation
Change credits from 1-8 to 8

8
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Because of the wide variance of re sources among departments and colleges,
it is irnpo~-~ sible to construct al"l-enco1np<1s s ing policies and procedures for the

early retir eme nt progra iil s.

1n fuct, it is inipbrtant to have a cJreat de a l of

tl e x i b i ·1 it y a nd no t unne c e s s a r i l y bu rd en fa CLd t y a nd ad rn i n i s t r a t. i on wi th r u l e s
and regulations that would more likely complicate the process or discourage

people from ap plying .

Recognizing that deans are to be responsible for budget and personnel
management within their colleges, initiation of the programs and negotiations
are to tak e place among the faculty member, chairperson, and dean.

For the

programs to be successful, it is esse ntial that all parties negotiate in good
f a ith and be sensitiv e to one another.

Although no appeal process is available

beyond the faculty rnt,111 be r's college, it is incumbent on deans and department

chairpersons to be creat ive in using their resources to attempt to accon»nodate
faculty de sfr· ·i ng to initiate an t?arly ret i r ement program.

At the same time

fa c u l t y a re re: rn i nde d t ha t Uw ea r l y re t i re men t p r o g rams a re no t a r i g ht , th a t
funding take s pLice fro111 exis t inq r e sourc es v;ithi n th(~ co lleg e) and they should
exercise res t raint ·in th0ir de111ands on th e Un ·iver ~; ity.

During negotiations the parties are urged to seek assistance in answering
question s that may arisr. r e garciin~J ret ir eme nt and ret irement benefHs.

Inquiries

may be d irect e d t o TiM--CRLF, So c.: i i:1 1 Secur-ity, t he Pe rsonne l Office, the Payroll
Office, the VP/~A , or ot her pe rs ons who rnay be ava"ilable, such as Dr . Torn Robinson.
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After negotiations have been comp leted and an agreement has been reached,

the process follows the steps below:
1.

A transmittal sheet for early retirement is completed.

2.

A contract containing details of the agreement is prepared
by the faculty membe r in consultation with the chairperson
and dean .

The contract must follow the general format

suggested by the Board of Higher Education, examples of

which may be obtaint•d frorn the office of VPAA.

3.

Th e contract, signed by the faculty member, and the completed

transmittal shee ; are subm itted by the dean to the VPAA.

The

transmittal sheet and a copy of the contract are retained in
the office of VPAA.

4.

VPM, w"ith University Counsel, reviews and forwards the contract
to the President.

5.

The President signs the contract and forwards it to the Commissioner
nf Hig he r Education for his/her signature of approval.

A fac~lty membe r desiring to negotiate an early retirement program should
initiate the process early in the academic year in which he/she intends to
beqi11 the pr ngr-arn.

While there art! no specif i c time limitations, th e prDcess

may t ake several months to complete.

That, together vrith departr:iental staffin,J

and scheduliny, should be taken into consideration by the faculty member.

TRANSMITTAL SHEET FOR EARLY RETIREMENT REQUE ST
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(This fo r \n shou ·ld accompany the negotia ted contrac t for earl y r etirement
as it is appro ve d and forward t~d up through aca dem ic chdnnels . )

NAM E

DEP/\IHMENT

CHE CK ON E:

TENURE PURCHASE
PHASED RETI R[MENT

REVERSIBLE RETIREMENT
COMMENTS :

The signatures below i ndicate approval and re commendat i on of all conditions described
in th e att ach ed nego t iated con t ra ct with th e above na med per son .
FACULTY MEMBER

CHA I RP ER SON
DEAN

-···- -- --· - -··

·

·

·

· · Signat ure
·

·

Reviewed by UNO L.egal Counsel _____________ _____

S·ign a ture
Signa ture
·---Si gnature

··
·

-

Date

·· ·

Oa te

-

Date

·----------· oa te .

·

Actio n ta ken by VP l\t\ ' S OFFI CE - -·-- --- --·---- -- - -------- - ·- --·---- --·------

--

Date
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memorandum
DATE: 1/26/84
. l -/ ('

TO:

Senate Executive Corrunittee

FROM:

Senate Cornrni ttee on Promotions & Appeal Procedures /, J,{.,/'L
(Al Bott, t~sk force leader)
Report and Recommendation of the Conunittee on Promotions
and Appeal Procedures

RE:

Ii

'I'he Committee on Promotions and l\ppeal Procedures, cha i red
by Professor Tom Owens, was instructed to develop a 11ew promotions
appeals procedure and to review the criteria for promotion.
The
Committee devided itself into two task forces - one to develop
the procedures, headed by Al Bott and the other to consider the
er i tcr ia hc.=1.dcd by ,John Rodgers.
The~ f i.r. st t.::i sk force drew up
an appeals procedure which was approved by the entire Conunittee.
The proposal is attached for submission to the University Senate~
The proposal, if adopted, in one form or the other, should
most likely appear in the Faculty Handbook as Section C of II.
4.3. UND Senate Procedural Guidelines for Promotion.
It's for
this reason that the Committee has entitled the proposal as
Section C.
As stated in the proposal, Sections A anc.1 B ccin be
found in II 4.3 UND Senate Procedural Guidlines for Promotion
of the Faculty Handbook.
Also, if adopted, the definitions of
"faculty rights" and "special review committee" as they appear
in Section I. 6.3 will have to be amended to add the underlined
words.
The Conunittee's report on promotion criteria will be submitted
at a subsequent time.
If there are any questions in this regard, please don't
hesitate to contact me or Professor Owens.
rp
L;nclosure
cc:

IHI

lllJI V I 1.- ·, : 1, • (>I

Donna Bruce, Admissions
Tom Owens, Engineering

NrWJH OA~: OTA

/\N t r )l),\l

Cll ' P <WTtJNITY INSTITUT lrJN
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PROPOS7\L

PROMOTION APPEALS PROCEDURE
(Plc<1.sc Note:

Sec Lions l\ .:ind D rc_,fcrrcd Lo in tbis proposa.l, arc i.n

the UND Faculty Handbook,
Guidlines for Promotion.
C.

in Section II. 4.3 UND Senate Procedural

?:E.E__eals Procedure
(1)

Special Review Co~mit:!_ee
a.
If a faculty member alleges, within sixty calendar days
of official notification of the president's recommendation,
that the institution's procedural guidelines as described
in Sections A and B above were violated, the allegations
shall be given preliminary consideration by the Special
Review Committee, which shall seek to settle the matter
by informal methods.
If the allegation is unresolved at
this stage, the Special Review Committee shall refer the
matter to be heard by the Standing Committee on Faculty
Rights in accordance with the procedures in Section C(2).
b.
If a faculty member alleges, within sixty calendar days
of official notification of the president's recommendation,
that his or her rights, other than those relating to procedural guidelines as described in Section A and B above,
were violated, the allegation shall be heard by the Standing Co1mni ttee on Faculty Rights in accordance with the
proccc1urcs in Sect-ion C(2)

( 2)

Standing Conunittee on Faculty Rights
a.
The Corrunittee may, with the consent of the parties
concerned, hold joint pre-bearing meetings with the parties
in order to (a) simplify the issues, (b) effect stipulations
of facts, (c) provide for the exchange of documentary or
other information, and (d) achieve such other appropriate
pre-hearing objectives as will make the hearing fair,
effective, and expeditious.
b.
Service of wri ttcn notice of hc.::irin~J including Sl)ecif ic
grounds for the institution's contested action shall be
made at least twenty calendar days prior to the hearing.
The faculty member may respond in writing up until three
working days before the hearing.
The faculty member also
may waive a personal appearance and request a decision on
the basis of the written statement.
c.
During the proceedings the institution shall be entitled
to have counsel, and the £aculty member will be entitled to
have an academic advisor and counsel of his or her own choice
and at his or her own expense.
In addition, either party
or the Conunittee may invite up to two observers each to
attend the proceedings.
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d.

A

recording of the hearing or hearings shall be made

at the institution's expense and be accessible to both
parties.
The faculty member shall be provided a copy of
the record upon request, without charge.
The faculty
member may request a written transcript of all or a portion
of the record.
The faculty member shall be provided a
copy of such transcript without charge.
The findings of
fact and the decision shall be based solely on the hearing
record.
If the faculty member succeeds in establishing a
prima facie case before the Committee, it shall be incumbent
upon those who made the promotion recommendation to come
forward with evidence in support of their decision.
e.
The Committee may admit any evidence which is of probative value in determining the issues involved.
Every
reasonable effort shall be made to obtain the most reliable
evidence available. The Committee shall grant adjournments
to enable either party to investigate evidence as to

which a valid claim of surprise is made.
f. The faculty member shall be afforded an opportunit¥ to
obtain necessary witnesses and documentary or other evi~ence.
The faculty member and the institution shall have the right
to confront and cross-examine all witnesses.

Where a witness

cannot or will not appear, but the Committee determines that

the interests of justice require admission of the witness'
s'tatement, the Committee shall identify the witness, disc~ose
the statements and, if possible, provide for interrogatories.
The Comm1.ttee 1 s conclusion as to whether or not grounds
to support the institution's action have been established
by the evidence in the record shall be reported to the
president.. 'I'he president shal 1 notify the Committee and
and the faculty member of the president's decision, within
fifteen calendar days of receiving the report.
The faculty
member or Committee may submit a written response to the
president's decision.

g.

Note

- Two definitions in Section I. 6.3. of the Faculty Handbook
are amended to read as follows:
Faculty Rights - Helps implement the University's policies
on academic freedom, tenure, due process, and promotion.
Upon referral from the Special Review Committee, reviews
appeals and conducts hearings requested by any faculty
member in regard to personal decisions. (Seep. II-13)
Special Review Committee - Investigates alleged violations
of State Board of Higher Education Regulations on.Academic
Freedom, Tenure, and Due Process and the University's regulations and decisions on promotion on an informal basis
without a verbatim transcript or the privilege of crossexamination.
After investigation of a complaint, the
Special Review Committee attempts to resolve the problem:
or failing that, refers the matter to the standing Conunittee
on Faculty Rights.
(See p. II-13)
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memorandum
TO:

Members of the Senate

DATE:

February 24, 1984

FROM: Sharon Lambeth, Chair
RE:

Report of Senate Executive Committee's ad hoc Committee to Recommend Procedure s
to Implement the North Dakota Board of Higher Education Regulations on Academic
Freedom, Tenure and Due Process.

The Senate Executive Committee has accepted the attached report with the fol lowing changes
and wi 11 present it as agenda item # 10 at the March Senate meeting.
1)

A. l .d.; This should read: "The 'Academic Unit' shall be defined as the department
or comparable unit as defined by the dean of the college and the Vice-president of
Academic Affairs. 11

2)

Delete# 1 on page 2A.2.a, and add to page lA. l .b: "The principles of Academic
Freedom also apply to those coaches who are not members of the academic staff.

3)

Add the following phrase to page 3, paragraph 2, sentence 2, "or a college committee,"
so the sentence will read: Faculty may delegate the responsibility for evaluation to
the department chairperson; a departmental or a college committee; etc.

THE UNIVER SITY OF NORTH DAKOTA

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION
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memorandum
DA TE: February 22, 1 ~84

TO:

Sharon Lambeth, Chair U. Senate

FROM:

Bill Bolonchuk, Chair, Ad Hoc of the Senate Exec/JA Committee to recommended
procedures to implement the North Dakota Boar{al:,,,fogher Education Regulations
on Academic Freedom, Tenure and Due Process.

RE:

Enclosed with this memorandum is a copy of the Ad floe Committee's rcpol't to
the Senate Executive Committee. Copies of the report have been distributed
to each member of the Senate Executive Committee.
The task which was explained in the September 13, 198 3 memo from the Senate
Chair, Richard Ludtke, to the appointed membet·s of the ad hoc committee
has been completed.
Committee Members

Mary Jane Schnieder - Indian Studies
Jackie McElroy-Edwards - Visual Arts
Randy Lee - Law
Don Poochigan - Poli tic al Sci cnce
Arne Selbyg· - Sociology
Gwen Chute - Nul'sing
Bill Bolonchuk - 11 PE ll
Richard Ludtke - Ex-officio - Sociology
Boyd Wrig·ht - Ex-officio - U. Counsel
In pursuit of this task, the com mi ttcc met six ti mes. The fi rsl rr. eetinr: w ns
held on November 3, 1983, and the last was held on January 11, 1984. The nine
members of the committee held a number of subcommittee meetings. There
were four subcommittees of two 01· three membel's each, and each subcomittce
met a least once .
An Ad Hoc Committee of the Dean's Council l'eviewed tl 1e report of the Scnule
Executive Ad Hoc Committee and on February 13 anc1 February 14, Dean Jerry
Davis, Chair of the Dean's Ad Hoc Committee meet with the Senate E.,-.,:ecutivc
Ad Hoc Committee (see the attached memorandum dated February 7, 1984.)
As a result of this meeting several changes were made in the recommendation
which the Senate Ad Hoc Committee had prcpal'C'd . Although most of these changes
now appear as recommendations, in the com mi ttce's final report, (see attachment)
there are still some changes which were not completed with this typing of the
report. I will identify these changes at the Senate Executive Committee meeting
on Friday, February 24, 1984.
cc: To Committee Members

lf11

IINIVI J; ',ITY

(' f

NORTH [)AY.OTA

/\N f( ) UAI Ol'P(WlU NIT Y INSTITUTION
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Recommendations to implement the North Dakota BOHE Regulations on Academic Freedom, Tenure and
Due Process:
Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of the UNO Senate Executive Committee Feb. 22, 1984.
II. 6. 1 Board of Higher Education Regulations on Academic Freedom, Tenure, and Due Process

A. INTRODUCTION

I.

General Principles
a.

A college or university is a forum for ideas, and it cannot fulfill its purpose of transmitting, evaluating,
and extending knowledge if it requires conformity with any orthodoxy of content and method. Academic
freedom and tenure are both important in guaranteeing the existence of such a forum.

Recommendation to implement section A.I.a:
No procedural regulations are required to implement this section.

b. Academic freedom applies to both research and teaching. Freedom in research is fundamental to the
advancement of knowledge. Academic freedom in teaching is fundamental for the protection of the
rights of the teacher in teaching and of the student in learning. It carries with it duties and responsibilities correlative with rights. These duties and rights are set forth in a policy on Academic Freedom
adopted by the State Board of Higher Education and hereby incorporated by reference into these regulations. The policy and these regulations apply to all persons appointed to the academic staff of an institution unless otherwise indicated.
Recommendation to implement section A.1.b:
1. The Board policy is published in section 11.5.A. in the Faculty Handbook.

c.

The purpose of tenure is to assure both academic freedom and a sufficient degree of economic security
to make the academic profession attractive to men and women of ability. Freedom and economic security,
hence, tenure, are extremely important to the success of an institution in fulfilling its obligations to
its students and to society.

Recommendations to implement section A.1.c:
No procedural regulations arc re<1uired to implement these sections.

d.

The awarding of tenure in an individual case shall be consistent with the sound fiscal management
and academic priorities of the insitution and the system of education under the control of the State
Board of Higher Education. The granting of tenure requires an affirmative act by the Board and is
limited to the academic unit or program area in the institution in which tenure is granted.

Recommendations to implement section A.1.d:
1.

The "academic unit" shall bl' defined as the department, or as the college in the case of academic units
which do not have departments (e.g., Nursing, Center for Teaching and Learning, Law).

2.

In the case of joint appointnu.•nts, the department in which tenure is granted shall be negotiated hetween the faculty member being considered for tenure and the Vice President for Academic Affairs,
with concurrences of the departments and deans invoh•ed. The agreed upon department shall be stated
in the faculty member's contract.

2
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e.

These regulations are designed to enable North Dakota institutions under the control of the State Board
of Higher Education to protect academic freedom and tenure and the requirements of academic due
process.

Recommendation to implement section A.1.e:
No procedural regulations arc required to implement this section.

2.

Definitions
a.

Academic Staff: Includes lecturers, graduate teaching assistants, and faculty appointed to the rank
of instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, or professor, including adjunct and visiting appointments in these ranks, but shall not include a coach in his or her capacity as a coach.

Recommendations to implement section A.2.a:
1.

Those persons who have appointments as coaches shall have academic freedom in their capacity as
a coach.

2.

Those persons who have appointments to the academic staff, but who are assigned some coaching duties,
retain all their rights and privileges as full time academic staff given by their title and letters of appoint,.
ment.

b.

Board: Refers to the North Dakota State Board of Higher Education.

c.

Receipt: Means either actual or constructive receipt. Constructive receipt means the sending party has
taken all reasonable steps to ensure that the receiving party has received actual notice.

Recommendation to implement section A.2.b and A.2.c:
No procedural recommendations are required to implement these sections.

3.

General Procedures
a.

Because of the variety of scope and organizational structure of the institutions under the control of
the Board, the faculty governance structure at each institution, in accordance with section 305. l of
these policies, shall recommend procedural regulations to the presidenc to implement these Regulations
on Academic Freedom, Tenure and Due Process. A statement of such procedures and any amendments
shall be presented to the Board for approval, shall be filed with the Board, and shall be made available
in convenient form to all academic personnel at each institution.

Recommendations to implement section A.3.a:
I.

The faculty governance structure at the University of North Dakota is the University Senate subject
to such limitations or instructions that the University Council may impose.

2.

The procedural regulations implementing this policy at the University of North Dakota are to be made
available to all academic personnel through the Faculty Handbook, except that those procedures applying to graduate teaching assistants are specified and made available to them in a special brochure.

b.

In accordance with sect ion 305. I of these policies, the faculty governance structure at each institution
shall develop:
(I) procedures for continuing evaluation of both probationary and tenured faculty members, and

Recommendations to implement sections A.3.b(l):
COMMENT: These procedures replace the guidelines and procedures established by the Senate 1-16-75,
11.3.1 in the f':,culty Handbook, pages 11-6 and 11-7. They do not replace 11.3 on page 11.6.
I.

Every faculty member on probationary or tenured appointment shall be evaluated. Evaluation of probationary appointees shall hr conducted early in the second semester of their first year, and toward
the end of their third srmcstrr, so that there will be a reasonable basis for decisions to reappoint in
accordance with the schrdulr in the North Dakota State Board of Higher Education Regulations on
Academic Freedom, Trmm.· and Due Process (Reg: Part C, part la and b).
Evaluation of probatiomir)· ~1ppointees shall also be conducted during the second semester of their fourth
year and during their sixth )·rar. Eva luation of tenured faculty shall be conducted at least every three
years.

3
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The primary objective of faculty evaluation is to improve the quality of the faculty. Evaluation may
therefore be conducted at other times as well if the faculty member or the department chairperson requests it. If the circumstances make it appropriate, evaluation of academic staff not on probationary
or tenured appointment ma)' also take place. Each department and each academic division which does
not have departments shall develop procedures for faculty evaluation in accordance with the following
guidelines.
The procedures for evaluation must be developed and approved by a majority of the faculty in each
department. Faculty may delegate the responsibility for evaluation to the department chairperson; a
departmental committee; in the case of small departments (up to 4 members) to the dean of the college
of which the department is a part; or they may retain that responsibility; but that must be a choice
made by the faculty. Provision shall be made in these procedures for the utilization by the department
or academic division without departments of student opinion in the evaluation.
Departmental procedures and criteria for evaluation shall be subject to the review and approval of
the dean of the college (or other division head) to which the department has been assigned, by a committee elected by the faculty of the college or division, and by the Council of Deans.
The basic criteria for evaluation shall be teaching, research and creative accomplishment, professional
competence and activity, and contributions to society; however, the ratio of their importance in the
evaluation shall be determined by the department and incorporated in the procedures. Provision shall
be made for consideration of individual capabilities and assignments.
The procedures for evaluation shall include (1) a clear statement about the way in which individual
faculty members being evaluated are informed of such evaluations, and (2) the timetable for such evaluations.
The procedures for evaluation shall also include a statement about the use, confidentiality and disposition of the evaluation documents, including provi sions for their review and use by the Dean (or division head) and the Vice President for Academic Affairs, or their designated committees, in deliberations on such matters as promotion, retention, tenure and due process; and the way in which the individual faculty member is informed about the results of the evaluation. Departmental procedures and
criteria for evaluation shall determine the minimal contents of an 'evaluation file' and establish the
documents and other evaluative material appropriate to that file. The file must go forward together
with any recommendation and all subsequent recommendations must become a part of that file.
Whenever the evaluation is used in deliberations on retention or tenure, the report of the evaluation
must include a written statement evaluating progress toward tenure as unsatisfactory, adequate, or excellent, and the statement must be placed in the faculty member's personnel file; if the statement reports
unsatisfactory progress, the faculty member shall be provided specific written recommendations for
improvement.
These procedures may not abridge or nullify the general policies of the University; and employment
of the resulting evaluations shall be consistent with the established policy and procedures of the University
in such matters as promotion, retention, tenure and due process.
Faculty shall be informed at the time of their initial appointment of the criteria for evaluation and
objectives set by the Department. Faculty shall also be informed whenever there is a change made in
those criteria and objectives by the Department.
All formal appeals of evaluation shall be made in accordance with the same "due process" procedures
as provided for in cases of non-renewal of probationary faculty in the North Dakota State Board of
Higher Education Regulations on Academic Freedom, Tenure and Due Process (Ref: Part C, paras.
2,3,and 4).
b.

(2) criteria and procedures by which faculty members are evaluated and recommended for tenure.

Recommendations to implement section A.3.b.(2)
1.

The evaluation criteria for granting or denying tenure shall include teaching, research and creative accomplishments, professional competency and activity, commitment to the mission of the department
and university, and contributions to society as these criteria are described in the letter of appointment
or in amendments to the letter of appointment.

4
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2.

Procedural Guidelines for Tenure Review
A. Initiation of the Recommendation for Tenure
(1) Recommendations for tenure arc normally initiated within a department or college by the faculty
member or by a departmental or college committee or by the department chairperson, accor-

ding to department or college procedures. Normally, faculty on probationary appointments
will be recommended in their sixth year, unless they have been granted prior tenure credit or
unless they arc being considered for early tenure.
B. The Review Process
(1) Recommending Authorities. Tenure is granted by the Board of Higher Education upon recom-

mendation by the President. Recommending authorities to the President are the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Dean of the faculty member's college or school, and the Chairperson of the department in which tenure is to be granted. Because faculty are tenured in the
academic unit, and because of the close and frequent professional association between the initiating committee or the chairperson and the faculty member, consideration should be given
to the chairperson's recommendation at all stages of the review process.
All recommendations from the Department Chairperson, the Uean, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs , and the President must be in writing, and each must include a statement
supporting his or her recommendation. If the recommendation is negative, the accompanying
statement must indicate the basis for the recommendation. Both the recommendation and that
statement must be made part of the faculty member's personnel file. After each recommendation is made the candidate for tenure must be informed of said recommendation and must
be given access to the file in order to review the recommendation and respond, if desired, in
the form of a written statement, to any material in his or her file.
(2) Advisory Groups. The Department Chairperson must seek the advice of a department committee. The Dean of the college or school involved must seek the advice of a college or school
advisory committee. These advisory groups shall be formed according to department or college procedures. The committees must record roll call votes for and against tenure, and these
votes must be made a part of the tenure file. Any negative vote must be accompanied by a
written statement providing the basis for the vote. The candidate is to be informed of the committee's recommendation and must be given access to the file in order to review the recommendation and respond, if desired, in the form of a written statement. All written advice must
be part of the file which is reviewed for tenure.
(3) If a decision is made by the President against recommending that tenure be granted, and if
the faculty member alleges that the reasons for the decision were inadequate, the faculty member
may appeal by following the procedures outlines in C (3 and 4) in the Board of Higher Education Regulations on "Academic Freedom, Tenure and Due Process".
c.

Each institution shall have a Standing Committee on Faculty Rights consisting of three or five tenured
faculty members elected for staggered terms by the faculty governance structure at each institution.
The Committee shall elect its own presiding officer annually and shall hold formal hearings in accordance with the procedures described in Section J on all matters referred to it under these regulations.
The Committee shall judge any allegation of bias and conflict of interest. In the event that an individual
member is judged by the Committee to be biased or to have a conflict of interest in a specific case,
the Committee shall replace the member with a substitute member for that case.

Recommendation to implement section A.3.c.:

I.

The Universit:y of North Dakota Standing Committee on Facult~· Rights shall consist of five tenured
faculty members to be elected one per year for staggered terms of five years each by the Council.

d.

The faculty governance structure at each institution shall provide for a Special Review Committee to
investigate each alleged violation of this policy on an informal basis without a verbatim transcript or
the privilege of cross-exami nation. A Special Review Committee shall, within thirty calendar days of
its receipt of an allegation of violation, investigate the alleged violation and attempt to resolve the problem . If the problem is not resolved, the Special Review Committee shall refer the matter to the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights for formal hearing if the policy provides for such hearing. Recom-
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mendations of the Special Review Committee shall be reported in writing to the complainant, head
of academic unit or program area, dean or academic vice president, and president. Except by mutual
consent of the complainant and the president, no complaint shall be heard by the Standing Committee
on Faculty Rights until a Special Review Committee has completed its investigation and attempted a
solution.
·
Recommendation to implement section A.3.d.:
1.

B.

The Council shall annually elect a Special Review Pool, consisting of thirty tenured faculty members.
At such time as a Special Review Committee is needed, the Chair of the University Senate shall appoint, by a method determined by the Senate, a committee of five from the Pool.

ACADEMIC STAFF APPOINTMENTS

I.

The following academic staff appointments are appointment to the faculty of an institution; they shall be
at the rank of instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, and professor and shall be probationary,
tenured or special.
a.

PROBATIONARY APPOINTMENTS are renewable annually and yield credit toward tenure. Initial
probationary appointment must be entirely supported by state appropriated funds. No person may
spend more than six years of academic service on probationary appointment at an institution.

b.

TENURED APPOINTMENTS recognize a right, subject to the conditions in these regulations, to continuous academic year employment in an academic unit or program area as defined by an institution
and stated on the contract. A faculty member shall qualify for a tenured appointment by satisfying
the criteria for tenure (developed in accordance with Section A(3)(b) of this policy) during a probationary period of six years of academic service to the institution. Upon recommendation by the president, the Board may award early tenure.

Recommendations to implement sections B.1., B.1.a, and 8.1.b.:
(See recommendation to implement section A.1.d for definition of "academic unit".)

(i)

An individual with previous professional experience may, at the discretion of the institution, be
given tenure credit not to exceed three years for this experience, with such credit to be regarded
as academic service to the institution for the purpose of these regulations. The faculty member
shall be informed in writing of this policy and the institution's decision prior to or at the time of
appointment.

Recommendations to implement section 8.1.b.(i):
The acceptabilit)' of professional experience for tenure credit shall be evaluated by the chairperson of the
department to which the appointment is being made, and by the dean of the college. The decision to grant
tenure credit is subject to the approval of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the President of

the University.
(ii) Time spent on leave of absence or developmental leave may be counted, up to a maximum of two
years, as academic service for the purpose of thse regulations. The amount shall be determined,
and the faculty member informed in writing, including any applicable conditions, prior to authorization of the leave.
Recommendations to implement section B.1.b.(ii):

1.

No time spent on leave of absence or developmental leaw shall count as academic service, except on
the request of the faculty member and approval of the Chair, Dean and Vice President of Academic
Affairs.

(iii) Part -time tenure shall no longer be granted. Faculty members who have been awarded part -time
tenure as established by previous Board policy shall continue to have such tenure recognized.
Recommendations to implement section B.1.h.(iii):
No procedural regulations are required to implement this sertion.

c.

SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS of academic staff do not involve either tenure credit or status. Examples
are:

(i) Courtesy adjunct appointments awarded in accordance with Board policy to professional people
in the community who cont ributc to the academic or research program of the inst it ut ion;
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(ii) Visiting appointments for people holding academic rank at another institution of higher education;
(iii) Appointments of retired faculty members on special conditions;
(iv) Initial appointments supported wholly or partially by other than state appropriate funds;
Recommendations to implement section B.1.c.(i),(ii),(iii) and (iv):
No procedural regulations are required to implement these sections.

(v) Appointments clearly limited to a brief association with the institution, as defined by the institution; but not to exceed the maximum probationary period; and
COMMENT: It has been a policy on the University of North Dakota campus to limit such appointments
to a maximum of three consecutive years since approval of the previous Board policy implementation on April 16, 1975.
Recommendation to implement section B. l .c.(v):
I

J.

An appointment to the faculty of the University of North Dakota that is special in the sense of being
for a brief association only, cannot extend beyond three consecutive years.

(vi) Terminal appointments given with notice of nonrenewal to faculty members who were previously
on probatoinary appointment. A terminal appointment with notice of renewal must be given to
a faculty member no later than the end of the sixth year of probationary appointment if the decision is made to deny tenure.
(vii)Faculty employed in the Minot State College Laboratory School.
Recommendation to implement section B. l .c.(vi) and (vii):
No procedural regulations are required to implement these sections.

2.

The following academic staff appointments shall be made without faculty rank or status:
a.

Lectureship appointments, which shall be for performance of specifically assigned academic duties only, without general faculty responsibilities. These appointments should ordinarily be either part -time
or temporary; and

b.

Graduate teaching assistant appointments.

Recommendations to implement sections B.2.a. and B.2.b.:
1.

Appointments as lecturers may only be made to persons who have the responsibility to teach less than
half time and who do not ha"e the general academic responsibility of facull) members. The appointments are compensated, and are made for one semester or academic year at a time. There are no limits
to the number or possible time frames for renewals. Under exceptional circumstances, an appointment
as lecturer may be made to teach half time or more but only with the consent of the appointees and
approval of a majority of departmental faculty.
1

3.

Those appointed to the faculty have the right to information regarding their appointment.
a.

The general terms and conditions of appointment shall be provided the appointee in a written docu ment. Subsequent extensions or modifications of an appointment, and any special understanding, or
any notices required, shall be in writing and a copy provided the appointee.

Recommendation to implement section 8.3.a.:
1.

The terms and conditions of a faculty appointment are specified in a Letter ol" Appointment, in subsequent contracts and in the Faculty Handbook.

b.

The institutional process for evaluation of faculty and the criteria or minimum expectations for promotion and for tenure shall be made known to the appointee at the time of appointment. This disclosure
may be accomplished by a published description oft he process, criteria, and expectations in a faculty
handbook or similar document.

Recommendation to implement section B.3.b.:
1.

The institutional process for ernluation of facult~·. and the criteria or minimum expectations for promotion and tenure are included in the Faculty Handbook. Departmental and academic unit criteria
and procedures are available at the depiutmental or unit office. Faculty appoinfc('S can obtain the Famlty
Handbook from the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
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c.

The terms and conditions of renewal appointment, or other appoint ment subsequent to initial appointment, should be provided no later than May 15. Each institution shall make a reason able effort to
provide such notice by April 15.

Recommendation to implement section B.3.c.:
No procedural regulations are required to implement this section.

d.

Faculty appointment shall be evidenced by a contract which shall state on its face whether the appointment is probationary, tenured, or special. Contracts are normally issued for one academic year at a
time.

Recommendation to implement section B.3.d.:
(The computer-prepared contracts currently do not satisfy the requirements set by the Board and should
incorporate reference to the Faculty Handbook. The computer program must be revised.)
1. Contracts are normally issued for one academic year at a time and are to include, at a minimum, specification of whether the appointment is probationary, tenured, or special; in which academic unit tenure
or tenure credit is earned; and for faculty who previously earned part-time tenure, the proportion of
a full-time position for which they are tenured.
2.

In the case of a coach, that portion of a coach's appointment as an academic staff shall be stipulated
in the contract.

3.

At the University of North Dakota the academic year extends from August 16th of one year to May
15th of the following year and includes those days.

C. NONRENEWAL OF APPOINTMENT OF PROBATIONARY FACULTY
I.

In all cases, written notice that a probationary appointm ent is not to be renewed shall be given to the faculty member in advance of the expiration of his or her appointment, as follows:
a.

Not later than March I, of the first academic year of service if the appointment expires at the end
of that academic year; or, if a one-year appointment terminates during an academic year, at least three
months in advance of its termination.

b.

Not later than December 15 of the second academic year of service if the appointment expires at the
end of that academic year; or, if an initial two -year appointment terminates during an academic year,
at least six months in advance of its termination.

c.

At least twelve months before the expiration of an appointment after two or more academic years of
service at the institution.

Recommendation to implement section C.l.:
No procedural regulations are required to implement this section.

2.

When a decision not to renew a probationary appointment has been reached, the faculty member involved
shall be informed of that decision. If the faculty member so requests in writ ing within seven calenda r days
after receipt of notice, he or she will be advised of the reasons which contribut ed to tha t decision within
seven calendar days after the receipt of the request. The faculty member may within fifteen calendar days
after receipt of the stated reasons request a reconsideration by the deciding body or individual and a writ te n confirmation of th e reasons gi\'en in explanation of the nonrenewal. The results of the reconsideration
must be provided in writing to the faculty member within fifteen calendar days after receipt oft he request.
Recommendation to impknll'nt Sl'rfion C.2.:

I.

At the University of North Dakota, the President decides whether a probationaq· appointment should
be renewed, upon recommendations by the department and college where the faculty member is appointed, and bl the Vice President for Academic Affairs and therefore it should he the Office of the
President which shall effect such notice.
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If within sixty calendar days after receipt of notice of nonrenewal, the faculty member alleges that the
nonrenewal decision was based on inadequate consideratio n, a Special Review Committee shall review the
faculty member's allegations and determine whether the decision was the result of inadequate consideratoin in terms o f relevant standards of the institution. The term "inadequate consideration" shall be interpreted to refer to procedural rather than substantive issues and shall not mean that the Special Review
Committee should substitute its own judgment on the merits of whether the faculty member should be reappointed or given tenure. If the Special Review Committee believes that adequate consideration was not
given it shall request reconsideration, indicating the respects in which it believes the con sideration may have
been inadequate. It shall provide copies of its report to the faculty member, the recommending body or
individual, the president, and other appropriate administrative officers. Allegations invo lving the adequacy
of consideration shall not be subject to further review by the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights or
the Board.

If a faculty member on probationary or special appointment alleges , within sixty calendar days after receipt
of notice of nonrenewal, that the nonrenewal decision was based significantly o n considerations violative
of (a) academic freedom, (b) ri ghts guaranteed by the United States Constitution, or (c) rights previously
conferred by written agreement, the allegation shall be given preliminary consideration by a Special Review
Committee, which shall seek to settle the matter by informal methods. The allegation shall be accompanied
by a statement that the faculty member agrees to the presentation, for the consideration of the faculty committees, of such reasons and evidence as the institution may allege in support of this decision. If the allegation is unresolved at this stage, and if the Special Review Committee so recommends, the matter shall be
heard by the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights in accordance with the procedures in Section J, except
that the faculty member making the complaint shall be responsible for stating the grounds upon which
it is based and must prove by clear and convincing evidence that th e n o nrenewal was based significantly
on the alleged improper consideration. If the faculty member succeeds in establishing a prima facie case
before the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights, it shall be incumbered upon those wh o made the
nonrenewal decision to come forward with evidence in support of their decision.
Recommendation to implement section C.3., and C.4:
No procedural recommendations are required to implement these sections.

D. TERMINATION OF APPOINTMENT BY A FACULTY MEMBER

A faculty member may terminate an appointment effective at the end of the academic year, pro vided that he
or she gives notice in writing at the earliest possible opportunity, but not later than May 15, or one month
after receiving notification by the institution of the terms of an appointment for the coming academic year,
whichever date occurs later. The faculty member may properly request a waiver of this request of notice in
case of hardship or in a situation where he or she would otherwise be denied su bstantial professional advancement or other opportunity .
R~commendations to implement section D.:
~o procedural regulations are required to implement these sections.
E. TERMINATION OF APPOINTMENTS OF TENURED FACULTY AT THE END OF A CONTRACT
PERIOD

I . Upon approval by the Board, an insti tutio n may terminate an appointment with tenure based upon
demonstrably bona fide financial exigency, loss of legislative appropriations, loss of institutional or program enrollment, consolid ation of academic units or program areas, or elim ination of courses. ln such
cases, significant consideration sha ll be given to lenth of serv ice and tenure status in the retention of facul. ty members within the affected academic unit or program area. Other factors such as curriculum requirements, professional achiev ements, breadth of competency, and equal employment opportunity shall
also be considered and may prove to b e conclusive.
2.

In accordance with sectio n 305.1 of these policies, the faculty governance structure at each institution shall
rcc ()111111cn d to the Prcsick nl by July I, 1984, th e procedure h>· which facu lty participation will he provided
in resulving the follmving questions prior to any notice of termination under Section E I:
a.

The extent to which there arc grounds for terminat ion of tenured appointments;

h.

judgment s dctcrmini11µ where within th e overall academic progra m termination of appoi111111cnts may
oc cur; and
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c.

the procedure and criteria for identifying the individuals whose appointments are to be terminated.

Recommendation to implement sections E.l and E.2:
(The Committee recommends to the Senate th·a t it repeal its action of April 6, 1978 (creating the "Financial
Exigency Committee"), and that it adopt in place of legislation the language below (following 2). The recommended language creates a new committee, as a standing committee of the Senate, and vests that committee with the jurisdiction to provide faculty participation in decision making as mandated in the language
quoted above from the Board's regulations. In addition, the recommended language provides the opportunity for Senate review of the committee's work.)
1 . The three elected faculty members of the University Budget Committee and the three faculty members selected
by the University Senate for the Faculty Advisory Budget Committee shall together constitute a standing
committee known as the Funding or Enrollmt.>nt Emergency Committee.
The Committee shall meet upon written request by the President. Such a request shall be widely disseminated
to the campus and communit)', including the public media. It shall recite the factual or other information
relied upon by the administration in its conclusion that the termination of tenured f acuity will be necessary
due to the existence of demonstrably bona fide financial exigenC)', loss of legislative appropriations, loss
of institutional or program enrollment, consolidation of academic units or program areas and/or elimination of courses, as well as the administration's tentative conclusions. The committee shall promptly convene and commence such investigations, open discussions, meetings, and other procedures as may enable
it within a reasonable time to conclude and report to the University Senate and the President,

A. the extent to which there are grounds for termination of tenure_d appointments;
B. judgments determining where within the overall academic program termination of appointments may
occur; and
C. the procedure and criteria for identifying the individuals whose appointments are to be terminated.
The committee's report shall also be widely disseminated to the campus and community, including the public
media.
The Executive Committee of the Senate shall promptly meet to consider the report, and shall eithl'r put
the report on the agenda for the next regular meeting of the Senate or call a special meeting of the Senate
to consider the report. If no regular Senate meeting would occur within 30 days of the issuance of the report,
or if the President so requests, a special meeting of the Senate must be called. Unless the Senate amends
the report of the Committee, or adopts a substitute therefor, within sixty days of the issuance of the report
by the Committee, the Committee's report shall become the product of faculty participation as required
under Section E of the Board of Higher Education's 1983 Regulations on Academic Freedom, Tenure,
and Due Process. In the event the Senate amends the report, or adopts a substitute report, within the sixty
days provided for Senate action, the Senate's action shall be the product of faculty participation proYidcd
as required under Section E of the Board's Regulations.
The Committee and the Senate shall consider significant the length of service and tenure status of farnlty
members within any affected academic unit (or units) or program area (or areas). Other factors to be considered, and which ma)' be conclusive, include curriculum requirements, professional achievements, bn·actf h
of competence, and equal employment opportunity.
3.

A tenured faculty member considered for termination under this section shall be given written notice of
termination by the institutional president at least twelve months prior to the expiration of the faculty member's
appointment.

4.

A faculty member given notice of termination under this section may request that the insti t ution circulate
his or her vita to other academic units or program areas within the institution. In addition, the institut ion
shall ensure that fair consideration is given the faculty member, during the period of the termina l appoint ment, for vacant academic positions in the employing institution for which the faculty member is qualified.
The faculty within any academic unit or program area shall have the major responsibility in determining
qualifications for appointment therein. If a tenured faculty member accepts an appointment in a different
academic unit or program area, the faculty member shall retain his or her tenure status, subject to approval
of the Board.
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5.

A position terminated under this section will not be filled by a replacement within two years, unless the
released faculty member has been offered appointment with tenure and a reasonable time within which
to accept or decline it.

6.

If a faculty member is terminated under this section, then the provisions of Section I and J shall not apply.

7.

Termination at the end of a contract period also may be made for adequate cause, in which case the grounds
specified in Section F must be shown.
Recommendations to implement sections E.3, E.4, E.5, E.6, and E.7:
No procedural regulations are required to implement these sections.

F.

DISMISSAL DURING A CONTRACT PERIOD
1.

Dismissal of a faculty member with tenure, or with a special or probationary appointment before the end
of the specified term, may be effected by the institution only for adequate case. Adequate cause shall be
defined to include:
(a) demonstrated incompetence or dishonesty in teaching, research, or other professional activity related
to institutional responsibilities, (b) substantial and manifest neglect of duty, (c) personal conduct which
substantially impairs the individual's fulfillment of institutional responsibilities, (d) a physical or mental inability to perform assigned duties, or (e) signi ficant or continued violations of Board policy or
institutional policy; provided that for violations of institutional policy the faculty member must have
been notified in advance in writing by the president or the president's designee that violation would
constitute grounds for dismissal, or the institutional policy must have provided specifically for dismissal
as a sanction.

e

Recommendations to implement section F.l.(p):

3.

2.

If the institution seeks to dismiss a faculty member because of significant or continu{'d violations of
Board or Institutional poliq, it must show that the President, in advance, has warned th{' faculty member
in writing that continued violation of that poliq would constitute grounds for dismissal.

With the exception of dismissals under F (l)(c), a faculty member considered for dismissal under this section shall be given written notice of dismissal by the institutional president in accordance with the following schedule:
(a) At least three months, if written notice is given by March 1 during the first year of the probationary
service;
(b) at least six months, if the written notice is given during the second year of probationary service; or
(c) at least twelve months, if the written notice is given thereafter.

3.

Pending a final decision on dismissal, the faculty member may be suspended by the president or his delegates,
or assigned to other duties in lieu of suspension, only if immediate ha rm to the faculty member or othns
is threatened by continuance. The faculty member's sa lary and economic fringe benefits shall continue during
a period of suspensio n, but may he terminated by the institution at the conclusion of the dismissal pro cedures provided by these regulations if the final decision affirms the dismissal and finds the grounds for
the suspension to have been substantiated by the evidence. If there has been a suspension under this subsection and/or a dismissal pursuant to F (l )(c), all benefits or rights may be terminated at the conclusion of
the procedures.
R{'commendations to implement section F.2 and F.3.:
No procedural regulations are required to implement lhesl' serlions.

G. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS OTHER THAN DISMISSAL
1.

If the administration determines that the conduct of a faculty member, although not constituting ground
for termination or dismissal, provides reasonable cause for imposition of a sanction, the faculty member
must be informed in writing of the sanction and , upon request, the reasons for the s~111c1 ion.
Recommendations to implcmenl section G.l.:
1.

For these purposes "sanction" shall be defined as an~· disdplin::tr~· action taken against a faculty memhl'r
or any restriction, limitation, suspension or termination of the privileges normal!~· availahle to farnlt~·
of the institution.

~
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Such sanctions include, but arc not limited to:

reduction in salary;
reassignment of duties;
letter of reprimand;
demotion in rank;
restriction, limitation, or suspension of individual privileges such as access to:
1. faculty parking;
2. library;
3. audio-visual materials and equipment;
4. facilities of department or college.
The object of sanction should be to prevent further abuse of privilege and to encourage correction
of problem situations. No sanction may be imposed which prevents the faculty member from fulfilling
his/her obligations as an employee of the University. A facult)' member who believes that action by
the administration against him/her constitutes a sanction may request reasons in writing as described
in G-1 above. The rights outlined in G-2 would then pertain.

2.

The faculty member may request consideration by a Special Review Committee. If the Committee fails
to resolve the matter, and if it determines that the severity of the sanction justifies fur ther consideration,
it shall refer the matter to the Standing Committee on Faculty Right~ for formal proceedings as provided
in Section J.
Recommendations to implement section G.2.:
No procedural regulations are required to implement section G.2

H. OTHER PERSONNEL DECISIONS

1.

Lecturers and Graduate Teaching Assistants.
a.

The terms and conditions of every appointment of a lecturer or graduate teaching assistant shall be
stated in writing, with a copy of the appointment document supplied to the appointee.

Recommendation to implement section H. l.a.:
1.

The term s and conditions of an appointment as lecturer are specified in a letter of appointment, in
subsequent contracts and in those sections of the Faculty Handbook, which apply to all members of
the academic staff. Lecturers may obtain the Faculty Handbook from the Office of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs.
The terms and conditions of an appointment as Graduate Teaching Assistant (GT A) arc specified in
a letter of appointment and in a brochure that G.T.A.s can obtain from the Office of the Graduate
School.

b.

A lecturer or graduate teaching assistant shall not be dismissed before the end of the period of appoint-

ment without having been provided with an opportunity to receive a statement of reasons and Special
Re\·iew Committee consideration.
Recommendations to implement section H .1.b.:
1.

The dean of the college shall upon consultation with the departmental chair. make the dismissal decision.

2.

Notice of dismissal shall be made to the affected part~· as soon as practicable and such notice shall
include a statement of reasons and notif~· the affected party of his or her right to consideration b~·
a Special Review Committee.

3.

Within five (5) working days the affected party must indicate in writing lo the dean, his/her H'quest
for consideration of a Special Review Committee. Special Revil'W Committee considerat ion shall be
guided by section C.3 of Board statement section 605 wif h the l'XCeption of the sixty day limitations
period.

c.

If the Special Review Comm iu cc cannot resolve the complaint, a lecturer or graduate teachin g assistant who establishes a prima facic case to th e satisfaction or the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights
that his or her dismissal \\as ba sed significantly on considerations violative of (1) academic freedom,
(2) rights guaranteed by the Un ited States Const ituti on, or 0) rig ht s previously conferred by written
agreement, shall be ent it kd to a full hearing in accordanL·c with the procedures described in Sect ion J .
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d.

1.

Should the graduate teaching assistant not be academically qualified to continue as an assistant, he
or she will not be entitled to the benefits of thi s section.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR TERMINATION OR DISMISSAL
A termination of a tenured faculty member or a dismissal during the contract period of any faculty member
will not become final until the following steps (unless waived by mutual consent of the faculty member and
President) have taken place, in the order listed:
I.

Written notice of intent to terminate or dismiss shall be given to the faculty member by the appropriate
administrative officer.
Recommendation to implement section 1.1.:

1.

2.

Written notice of intent to terminate or dismiss shall be given to the faculty member by the department
chairperson, director or other administrative head of the department or academic unit in which the
faculty member is serving.

If so requested by the faculty member, within seven calendar days after receipt of written notice by the
faculty member, the appropriate administrative officers shall offer to meet with the faculty member to
discuss a mutual settlement.
Recommendation to implement section 1.2.:

3.

1.

If the faculty member who receives a written notice of intent to terminate or dismiss wishes to discuss
a mutual settlement, the faculty member shall deliver a written request to meet with the administrative
head who signed the notice of intent to terminate or dismiss. The faculty member may request the attendance of other administrative officers at the meeting.

2.

If a mutual settlement is reached, the administrative officer who issued the notice of intent to terminate
or dismiss shall deliver Co the faculty member a written notice withdrawing the notice of intent to terminate or dismiss.

If no meeting occurs or no mutual settlement is attained, the administrative officer shall provide written
recommendation of termination or dismissal to the institutional President within a reasonable time .
Recommendation to implement section 1.3.:
1.

Jt shall be the obligation of each administrative officer who recommends termination or dismissal of

a faculty member to promptl)' provide a cop)' of that recommendation to the faculty member.
2.

Such a recommendation shall not be issued earlier than sixty days after the written notice of intent
to terminate or dismiss was given.

4.

If the President concurs, written notice of termination or dismissal shall be provided to the faculty member
within a reasonable time.

5.

If requested by the faculty member within seven calendar days of receipt of the President's written notice,
a statement of the grounds for the action, defined with reasonable particularity, shall be given by the Presi~
dent or a delegate within fi fteen calendar days after receiving the request.

6.

A faculty member may, within fifteen calendar days of receiving the statement of grnunds, request an in formal and confidential inquiry and report from a Special Review Committee. The Special Revie\\' Committee shall provide such report within thirty days or i·eceiving the request.

7.

If requested by the faculty member within fifteen calendar days after receipt of the report of the Special
Rev iew Committee, formal hearing by the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights shall be provided under
Section J.
Recommendation to implement sections J.4, J.5, 1.6 and I. 7.:
No procedural regulations arc required to implement these sections.

J.

HEARING PROCEDURES FOR THE STANUJNG COMMITTEE ON FACULTY RIGHTS
I.

The Committee may, with the consent of the parties concerned, hold joint pre-hearing meetings with the
parties in order to (a) simplify the issues, (b) effect stipulations of facts, (c) provide for the exchange of
documentary or other information, and (d) achieve such other appropriate pre-heilring objectives as will
make the hearing fair, effective. and expeclitious.
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2.

Service of written notice of hearing including specific grounds for the institution's contested action shall
be made at least twenty calendar days prior to the hearing. The faculty member may respond in writing
up until three working days before the hearing. The faculty member also may waive a personal appearance
and request a decision on the basis of the written statement.

3.

During the proceedings the institution shall be entitled to have counsel, and the faculty member will be
entitled to have an academic advisor and counsel of his or her own choice and at his or her own expense.
In addition, either party or the Committee may invite up to two observers each to attend the proceedings.

4.

A recording of the hearing or hearings shall be made at the institution's expense and be accessible to both
parties. The faculty member shall be provided a copy of the record upon request, without charge. The
faculty member may request a written transcript of all or a portion of the record. The faculty member
shall be provided a copy of such transcript without charge. The findings of fact and the decision shall be
based solely on the hearing record. Except in cases brought under Section C4 of this policy, the burden
of proof that grounds for the institution's action exist shall rest with the institution and be satisfied only
by clear and convincing evidence in the record considered as a whole.

5.

The Committee may admit any evidence which is of probative value in determining the issues involved.
Every reasonable effort shall be made to obtain the most reliable evidence available. The Committee shall
grant adjournments to enable either party to investigate evidence to which a valid claim of surprise is made.

6.

The faculty member shall be afforded an opportunity to obtain necessary witnesses and documentary or
other evidence. The institution shall cooperate with the Committee in securing witnesses and making available
documentary and other evidence. The faculty member and the institution shall have the right to confront
and cross-examine all witnesses. Where a witness cannot or will not appear, but the Committee determines
that the interests of justice require admission of the witness' statement, the Committee shall identify the
witness, disclose the statements, and, if possible, provide for interrogatories.

7.

The Committee's conclusion as to whether or not grounds to support the institution's action have been
established by the evidence in the record shall be reported to the President. If the institution's action was
a notice of dismissal and if the Committee concludes that adequate cause for dismissal has been established, but that a lesser penalty would be more appropriate, it may so recommnd with supporting reasons.
The President shall notify the Committee and the faculty member of the President's decis ion, within fifteen calendar days of receiving the report. The faculty member or Committee may submit a written response
to the President's decision and the faculty member may also exercise those rights provided in Section K.

K. ACTION BY THE BOARD OF HIGHER EDU CA TJON
1.

If termination or dismissal of a tenured faculty member is imposed by the President following a hearing
under Section J, the President shall, on request of the faculty member, transmit to the Board the record
of the case. The Board's review "·ill be based on the record of the hearing of the Standing Committee on
Faculty Rights. The Board may provide opportunity for argument, oral, written, or both, by the principals
or by their representatives at a hearing. The Board may make a final determination of the case at this point,
or it may return the case to the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights for further proceedings. The Board
shall make a final decision after study of the further report of the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights.
The final decision shall be communicated in writing to the faculty member involved, the President, and
the Standing Committee on Faculty Rights within seven calendar days after determination by the Board.

2.

The Board may appoint a hearing office· to take testimony, make findings, and make recommendations
to it in any matter appealed to the Board under these regulations.
Recommendation to implement section J and K:
No procedural regulations arc required to implement these sections.

